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Second Oral History Interview 

with 

PHILIP J. RYAN, JR. 

February 12, 1974 
New York, New York 

By Roberta W. Greene 

For the Robert F. Kennedy Oral History Project 
of the Kennedy Library 

GREE:Tu.t.·: Okay. Why don 1 t you start by explaining how you. got from the 

campaign staff to the Senate office'? 

RYAN: My recollection, Bobbie, is that shortly after the election, that is, 

within a matter of days, we started closing down first the suites 

that we had at the various hotels and then lastly 9 East 42nd Street, 

which is where the campaign headquarters actually was. That took 

place probably within two weeks following the election. At that 

time the Democratic ~tate ~ommittee was operating out of the 

mezzanine level of the Statler Hilton) and they invited ·us over there 

because there was adequate space~ )Pb.at had been used for the 
(Ll v-~<.'•1 'i3,J, ~1"1se..-.J [ti-vb"-• + H 4,, pl •re-'-f] 

,...- ( yndon Jh Johnso~· ~ H. Humphrey11operatioIJ so that there 

was not only space but there was office furniture and equipment. 

So a group of us moved over to the Statler Hilton)and in fact 

operated out of the Statler Hilton until probably February of 1965, 

because it took that long to select a sit€) and then prepare the 

site as an office for the senator, which ended up in the Post Office 
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Building over on Lexington Avenue and 45th. 
[J CJ..< b f 1 .s.J 

GREENE: Was Jacob ~ )1 Javit~ already in that building, by the way? 

RYAN: Yes. ~/ 

·( GlfuENE: ~·~ 
~ Yeru:, on the fifth floor ' ol"~e Post Office had an 

operation on the fourth floor that they were thinking of closing 

down. They in fact did close that down and~~rmed some cons~ction 
in ther8; which gave us adequate offices. 

GREENE: Yes. Was it desirable to be in the same building as Javits? 

RYAN: I don't think it made a:n:y difference. I'm sure we thought about 

it at the t ime) but I don't think a:n:ybody could find a:n:y reason wey 

it wasn't acceptable. 

GREENE: ~ ere you asked by the senator himself) or by whom; to j in the 

Senate staff? 

RYANi I'm not sure if there was a:n:ybody that spoke to me first, but I 

remember when I was in fact aske~was in the suite at the Carlyle 

{!rotef] by the senator himself. I think that that was the first 

time that there had been a:n:y mention of ii) and I think it was 

directly by the senator himself. 

GREENE: ~ Had you been hoping for that·? 

RYAN: Well, about four months before that I had started a law firm and that 

is where I was going following the election. That gave me some 

pause because I had made certain promises to two other lawyers to 

go into law practice with them. The first thing I had to do was 

to sit down with them and discuss it. What we agreed to was that 

if I did it for no more than a year, it certainly wouldn't hurt us 

and nobody knew whether or not it'd be of any help. So when they 
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agreed, I certainly agreed because I looked forward to the position, 

and the only thing that stood in my way was t he commitment that I 

had made to my two partners. 

GREENE: Was it clear right from the beginning that you would be the head of 

the office? 

RYAN: Yes. I think the request was along that line. In fact, I think 

it was quite a while before anybody else was approached to become 

a staff member in the office. I think Tom Johnston 

was the next one who was hired and I don't think that took place for 

three weeks, and · I don't think it was until about February 
rPa. , l111e r~.vi~olt} 

eingolcf. was hired. Those were r eally the three staff 
#II. ,__...._,:;;_....'V 

in the office. The rest were secretaries and drivers 

and so forth. 

GREENE: Were you consulted at all on the hiring of eit her Johnston or Polly 

RYAN: 

Feingold? 

Yes, on both. Tom~I was a hundred percent in favor of. 
,/ 

I remember 

having certain reservations about Polly and I think that's part of 

the reason why it took so long. 

GREENE: What were your reservations? 

RYAN: · · Oh, -one · of motivation, one of loyalty. 

GREENE: :Based on your experience in the campaign? 

RYAN: Yeah, and her background and her views, and a l st· one of industry. 

Polly was not one of the most industrious persons that I'd. . . . 
She had a lot of outside interests and they frequently came in the 

way of her office work. But we, after a fairl y thorough review, 

couldn't really find anybody that had the background that Polly 
"'l e> \.- c('A ') J 

had to offer the job to1 so Polly was hired and did a respectable 
/ ~ 
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job. 

GREENE: When you first spoke to the senator, did he define what he had in 

RYAN: 

mind for -you)or was it kind of open-ended? 

Well, I think the discussion) a remember it, Bobb'*~ was 

that he was going to have two operations, one in Washington and one 
_[J~,_r.Tul_~ -- -

in New York. Joe Dol~J would run the one in Washington 

and I'd run the one in New York. The one in New York would have 

at least one satellite officEJ and maybe morj t o cover the state. 

There was some thought given to Buffalo, to Syracuse, to Albany, 

to have upstate offices that would report to New Yor~ and then 

New York to Washington, and that I'd be in charge of the New York 

operation--not only the administration and the staff responsibilities] 

but also the political network throughout the state, which was what 

I found probably most intriguing. So that there was a defined 

position at the time that I accepted. 

GREENE: Did he make clear how he wanted the office to operate, where he 

wanted the emphasis? Did he want it to be on service to constituents, 

on special projects, on •••• 

.... -RYAN: Yeah, I think that basically of course we all assumed that we had 

the responsibility to service constituents, and we were to develop 

--a volunteer staff to assist us in servicing the constituents I 

think the emphasis was on special projects. ~ thihk, ,what I t ook 

from the conversation was the fact that he felt that most legis-

lators are defensive; they react to situations that come to them 

that they must react to. What he wanted to do was to get out and 

to really find out what was going on and get into those projects, 

to analyze them, to meet with the people, and then to find out just 
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exactly what the problem was and to see if there was anything that 

we could do to correct it.. I think your Bedford-Stuyvesant, 

for example, project was something that certainly didn't come to us, 

it was something that we went to. And there were many other examples 

during that first year of getting out and finding where the problems 

were, trying to analyze them and discuss them with him and to see 

what position he wanted to take on them. So I think that's where 

the real emphasis was, but not at the expense of not servicing the 

constituents. That always remained a responsibility that we had 

and one that we had to treat, and treat in a timely fashion. 

Okay. Before we get back to the office, let's go on ·~o the fact
X 

finding tour that you made -you and Tom Johnston and the senator 

ahd Joe Dolan, I guess, went along on part of it--tb~oughout the 

state@ ~o you remember'?g,etween the election and Christmas? 

RYAN: Yes. 

GREENE: What do you remember about that? 

~YAN: Well, I think, right in line with what we were just discussing, 

Bobbie, the idea was not to wait until the folks upstate ------
came to us with problems. The idea was, now that he was the senator) 

or the senator-elect, to go back, first, to tha.Dk them, and then 

secondly, to assemble 
q.;i., ~_± +-

the people that we~~ were appropriate at 

a hearing like that, from both parties and from public office, and 

to give them an opportunity to just stand up and to say exactly what 

it was that they expected of him now that he was the senator repre-

senting the state. think that, -w - - what we did was, we recorded 
-=-

each of those meetings and came back and transcribed the recordings_, 

and prepared papers based upon those as to what some of the problems 
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we~e upstate. Some that had strictly local overtones that weren't 

really in the office or should not have been in the office of a 

United States senator but that could be referred to local office-

holders ' }Uld then took those that a United States senator should 
' 

GREENE: Can you remember some specifics? 

RYAN: Well, there were major problems with interstate highways, which is 

a federal problem because it's funded 90 percent by federal funds. 

There were some highways that didn't seem to make great sense that 

had been proposed and some that even had been funded. There were 

others that would have made far greater sense to service)fpstate 

New York which had been disregarded. You know, we got into that o 

There were certain waterway problems up in nor th New York that we 

were exposed to. There were a number of problems under the poverty 

program. Education was mentioned and stressed at every one of the 

meetingst the failure of the federal government to really respond .. 

to the needs of the people. At each of those meetings we had two 

or three f t ' · local educators and, as usual , they were fairly 

outspoken. That became a very important part of his emphasis later 

on. 

GREENE: Did a lot of political contacts come out of this? 

RYAN: Well, these were not specifically politicians that we met with. 

GREENE: Right. 

RYAN: These were people that were involved in local government. I guess 

consequently they were politicians_, but they VB'..'e not the politicians 

that wielded any power' in the local area; they were ones that addressed 
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themselves to issues in the local area, and that's what we ,l· 

specifically weee looking for. Although we would certainly touch 

base with the county chairnlaIJ and in most instances the county 

chairman was present at the meeting, but he was not an important 

;part of the. m.e_eting. 

GREENE: He would have been someone, I guess, that you would already have 

known arzyway, right? 

RY.AN: For the most part. Even those that were not friendly prior to the 

election now all of a sudden became friendly. But that was not 

really the purpose of the trip and was certainly not stressed. We 

certainly met with them and talked to them. A lot of them were 

conce.rned because we had announced that we were going to have 

offices upstat~ and they weren't sure whether or not that was some 

plan to undercut their power; so that there were certain problems 

that they wanted at least to discuss with the senator during the 

course of that trip. That again was not the real purpose for the 

trip. 

GREENE: Well, is there anything else on that? Who was making the arrangements 

and doing the advance work on that trip? Did you do at least some 

RY.AN: 

of that? 

Yeah, I think that. . . . I don't remember that we had any speci-

fie advance men. I think we used Toby Foote, who had been doing 

advance work and who at the time, I beJEve, was on the staff of the 

state committee; and Tom Johnston, and myself. I don't believe that 

anybody else was involved in the setting up of that trip or travel

ling on the trip. ! Gthink you mentioned before that Joe Dolan 

joined us. 
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GREENE: I thought he might have gone out on some of that. No? You don't 

remember that'? 

RY.AN: I don't recall Joe Dolan coming. It seems to me that somebody 

it It might have been 
iJ. 

delm _,_ hut_smnebo.dy., 

I believe, joined us for a part of the trip/ but I don't believe 

started with us nor ended up with us. But I do believe they joined 

us at a couple of stops along the way. But I think it was one of 

the legislative assistants, either Adam or Peter. 

GREENE: Could you tell much about the senator's reaction to this whole 

RYAN: 

trip? No f 

No. No. 

was the beginning5 -or his introduction, now, as a senator--to some'" 

of the problems that he was going to have to address himself to, 

and there were many. But I don't remember a specific reaction that 

he had to the trip. 

~REENE: Did he do fairly well in this type of get-together? 

RYAN: Well, that's where he was at his best. 

GREENE: ~~, 
RYAN: I guess he was at his best _on an interchange with students, but 

certainly at his second best he was ~on an interchange 

he handled himself very well. 

So, no, 

Where he had to make a respons 
• • . , 

and 
:;; 

of course there were certain things that came up, especially those 

that involved local issues where responses were~ecessary. 
GREENE: Was it your job primarily to keep track of what was going on at these 
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meetings in terms of names and suggestions? Whose job was it to 

funnel the information you were getting into a useful format so 

that if there was a need, you would be certain that there was a 

response? 

Well, I think at that time it wasn't that well defined. I think 

that both Tom and I were on the trip. I don't think we paid speci-

fie attention to that aspect of it during the trip because we had 

a recording device with us which recorded just what took place. 7 I 

think that for specific assignments, they came up later on, oh, 

within a month or two following that, when those tapes were tran-

scribed and we now were in the actual operation of a Senate office. 

Those issues then more properly fell under Tom Jdnston, and certain 
with 

of them under Polly. If it had to do with coordination >~ a 

government agency, Polly would handle it. If it had to do with 

getting involved with a local issue that hadn't been refined to the 

point where it could be referred to a federal agency, then Tom would 

take it on. But that came about two months following the trip. 

GREENE: What about funnelling some of this to the Senate office in Washington? 

RY.AN: Well, we would do our initial work in New York~ that i~ to get 

involved in the problem, whatever it was, and to define it 

and then to send it through to Washington, and then follow up on 

it and make certain th~t we gpt some kind of a response, some kind 

of a position, some kind of direction as to whether to pursue it 

further, whether there was really not very much tlBt we could do, 

whether it was outside of our jurisdiction. And then after that 

init·ial response, whether it came directly from Washington; or came 

from the senator himself when he was in New York after he had been 
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presented with the problem, we'd do then what was in his best 

interests. .And usually it was to get involved. TlBre W!!ren't too 

many thtt we backed away from. 

GREENE: Okay. What about the setting up of the office ? Did you do the 

hiring of the lower- level personnel, the secretaries and ••• 

RYAN: Well, one cf the secretaries was a secretary during the course of 

the campaign and, I believe, Joe Dolan's secretary. She was not 

only a good secretary but one that really wanted the job, so that 

there was never any question as to whether or not she'd be hired. 

As to the rest of the staff • • • 

GREENE: Who is that, by the way? Maybe this would help. 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

. 
Do you have that list? It was the girl with the. 

<l'•ns-KYi12 Vo t-\e\ V'C.j~J . 

. . . Sw~ 

Oh, Sw~fe W e;"'s+-d-ieJ vo.., ft.e~ vie.([/ . 
Yeah, there was never any question about Sw~s being a member 

of the staff. But as to the others, I did the interviewing. ~/' 
when I finally came to a candidate that I thought should be hired, 
-:::" 

next time the senator came to town I set up an interview and he, 

in fact, hired the people, but I did the screening of them. 
"" L ~ rTln ma..I ~J 

) Jim Malv · ,, who was our driver, was easy to hire. ...., c @ames 

had been with us during the campaign and with us following the 

campaign) so there was no real screening for Jim Malv~ 
"-'/ 

He 

GREENE: Did he work around the office when the senator wasn't in town? 

RYAN: He handled the references to federal agencies where there was just 

no question as to the issue. If a constituent had written to a 

federal agency seeking some advice and had not gotten a response 

and then wrote to us, it was a simple matter of putting what we 
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used to call a buck slip on the face of the letter and sending it 

through to the agency and then the agency had to respond to us. 

When the agency responded to us, for the most part it was just 

paraphrasing their letter and sending it back to the constituent., 

It was a fairly routine job and Jim handled that. Jim lad been a 
-

former s rgeant or lieutenant in the police department and had been 

used to handling a lot of paperwork, so Jim did perform that function 

when he wasn't involved with the senator when he was in town. 

as to the other secretaries and members of the staff, there weren't 
---
that many that were on the payroll. Most of them were volunteers. 

GREENE: Was that· true right from the beginning? Did you start to gather a 

volunteer group right away? 

RYAN: Well, we had an awful lot that had been involved in the campaign 

that- wanted to continue, and it went really from campaign staff 

workers right into volunteer office worker~ to a great degree. 

However, the volunteer corps, so to speak, changed in complexion 

as the office grew. Lots of the people that get involved in cam-

paigns don't really have the competence to work on the issues that we 

were involved in at that time, after the office began operating. 

So that we did make an effort later on to recruit a different type 

of person, that could sit down and analyze a problem and1'rite it 

up, which usually is slightly different from the type of person 

that is of great assistance on a campaign but just isn't able to 

do that type of work. 

GREENE : Did you find yourself giving some of these volunteers a substantial 

amount of responsibilitY) or did you hold them to more or less 

routine matters? 

-
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RYAN: Oh, no. There were some volunteers that were just given a project 

and cut loose. There was no way that they were given any authority 

to commit, at any point during their efforts, but they were given 

as much authority as they could handle or we felt that they could 

handle in regard to a project. Some just took projects on and 

completed them, and did marvelous work. 

GREENE: There was never any resentment on any of their parts that they might 

have been deing work comparable to paid staff and yet they were 

volunteers? r was this ~..l~ • I'm not sure exactl~ ~e you 

talking about a Manhattan housewife who has hours on her han<)and 

she 1 s educated and she·' s brigh") and so she comes in as a volunteer. 

and the monertt would not make that much difference? Is that largely 

. . . 
RYAN: Those were some. 

GREENE: • • • ~ kind of person? 

RYAN: Others were attorneys with major law firms that could get some time 

off ;o . i 

GREENE: Oh, I see. 

RYAN: ·/Jf do this as a public service. Others were students and 

graduate students that wanted to do som~ meaningful during 

their student years. 

GREENE: So they weren't the kind of people who even would have wanted to take 

the job on"? 

RYAN: Most of them couldn't have taken a ful1fime job on if it had been 

offered, so we really didn't have tl'B.t problem at least not to my 

knowledge. 

GREENE: Right. [ T.• ~·· "f''\1 :J 
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GREENE: What kind of a--the word cl earance probably isn't very good but-

~~ clearance system did you have in terms of author-

RYAN-: 

izing projects and actions? 

Well, you lmow, it was a pro bl em, in a way, but it wasn 1 t r_eally· g. 

problem. We had the senator in New York on ~rage better than 

one day a week, and much more so in the beginning, so that we really 

didn't !Rve a problem in writing up a request for authority. All we 

had to do was to mention it to him in the car or mention it to him 

when he was in the offic~and if he told us to go ahead, that's all 

we needed. So that for that first year that I was there Bobbie, 
~..,..,+he.ii 

it wasn't really a major problem. Everybody was feelingt~11way 
duxing that first year, everybody was confused, everybody was all 

of a sudden saddled with responsibilities that they had never had 

before. As to getting clearance to go into these projects that we 

were trying to initiat~ my recollection is that the bulk of it 

came directly from the senator, and he either said yes or not!) 

~ that in that regard it wasn't really a problem. _.... 

GREENE: Were the lines of authority between the Washington office and your 

RYAN: 

office always clear? Was that ever a problem in terms of juxis

dictionf? ... ,You lmow, what was your responsibility and what was 

theirs? 

Thre wasn't any great overlapping. 

GREENE: No f 

RYAN: The time when you really have a reporting problem or a staff prob-

lem develop where there are jurisdictional problems is when there 

is tremendous overlapping. We had our job to do and they had 
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RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 
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theirs. Because there was little overlapping, we never got into 

any jurisdictional disputes. There were times when we would recom-

mend a trip.:> and in the course of tha:t trip, meeting with certain 

peopl e. T!Ere were times when there were questions raised as to 

not onlY- the trip but some of the people that we had recommended 

that he meet with, but they didn't develop into any great juris-

dictional disputes. Normally we made another series of telephone 

cailils and agreed that it was either right or wrong. There were 

times when Washington felt that we should get involved in certain 

fundraising events. I remember one in particui ar for Congressman 
[Jahn&. tbJ of 

J ohn Do'i. That had all/the earmarks of a major jurisdictional 

dispute) but it worked itself out. That was one time when we were 

told to get involved in something and it didn't seem proper to me, 

but it worked its way out. 

Why would that be? 
~f{<, 

Well, because we were going to try to takeA ~-percent of the pro-

ceeds of the dinner because we were presenting the major attraction. 

I thought the major attraction should be there without demanding 
hf 

percent of the proceeds, so I disagreed violently. 
--(1-.t o~hc.4-- ' ~ 
/I e would take"' \ , percent? 

Yeah. 

Isn't that unusual? 

Yes. And as it turned out, the senator did not appear on the night 

in question and we relinquished our claim to-h, ercent of the 

proceeds but • • . . 
GREENE: Who would have made a decision like that? 
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Joe. It was to help defray some of the expenses in the campaign that 

were still unpaid. Thre weren't too many people in the state of New 

York tht felt that Robert Kennedy couldn't pay his own campaign 

expenses. The feeling was) quite the contraI'Y) that poor Congressman 

John Dow, who didn 1 ~ ha ye ~ mane;})_ and neede4_ every penny tat he 

could raise at those fundraisers, was not being given a fair shake. 

GREENE: Was the senator aware of this particular ~, 

RYAN: I assume so. I mean, at the point the decision was made, I assume 

he was. I know he was later on) because I discussed it directly 

with him. But aside from a few things like that, I don't recall 

arzy- jurisdictional disputes between the two offices. 

GREENE: Did you work fairly well together, do you think? 

RYAN: 

JREENE: 

RYAN: 

I would say so. I don't recall arzy- strain' between the two. I 

just think, Bobbie, it really comes down to the fact that they had 

their job to do and we had ours and everybody went about their own 

work, and we didn't have time for arzy- petty problems. 

I've heard so much about Kennedy preference for sort 

of a hang loose, unstructured, let everybody kind of do as much as 

they can competently handle approach to both offices. Was this a 

problem at all, particularlY. perhaps to some of the younger members 

of the staff) where they really needed more direction, or did they 

get it even if there was a lot of freedom at ~h~ top? 
+~ 

I think it's the latter. I would certainly thatAboth in Washington 
/\ I 

assigned to a particular project, you worked with them until you 

felt that they understood what it was that you wanted them to do; 
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and then you reviewed carefully what it was that they did in the 

beginning until you saw that they were handling it properly. But 

from that point on) certainl~ there was nobody looking over their 

shoulders. You know, there were mistakes made because of that 

polio~ but there was also three times the amount of work done. If 

we were going to spend our full time reviewing what everybody on 

the staff was doing, we wouldn't have gotten a portion of the work 

that we got done. 

GREENE: What about for you and Tom{ ~as that ever a problem, partictila.rly 

in the beginning, in just knowing what you ought to be doing and 

RYAN: 

feeling secure that you were doing what the senator wanted and what 

was in his best interests, or did you just feel your way around in 

it? 

Well, I think that both Tom and myself had that opportunity, on a 

very ~egular basis, to discuss a problem like that with the senator 

directly. ~en he came to town, we'd have lists of things to 

discuss with him) and we'd go down those lists, either coming in 

from the airport in the car or going upstate or wherever it might 

be, or sitting at the Carlyle. He never seemed to mind going over 
I°' s.+-s.) 

those cw ~t seemed to mind ma.king his views clear 

on where we wanted advice. 

GREENE: Would he also have a lot of questions for yoll; in terms of what 

you were doing) and had you fo ililowed up on this and that? 

RYAN: Invariably, yes. Yeah, he • . . 
GREENE: ' ',Kept track of what was going on) in 

RYAN: Very much so. .And as you'd go down your list, he'd recall prior 

conversations concerning the same thing. Yes, he was, I suspect, 

.. 
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known for his follo'fip. So before you brought something to his 

attention, you'd better have been pretty well aware .of the problem. 

GREENE: Well, can you discuss some of your own specific activities in the 

office, :Qrojects ·you"might have gotten involved in, or some of the 

more salient ones, at least? 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

Bobbie, I should be able to answer that question very easily and I 
.... .... ,,,, ,. / i05\\1 

can't. I guess it's,,a. what~ nine years ago or ft years agof-..•,,_ ..... 
u~ . :X::4 '.s 

rv ..... ._l..,A J{ long time. 

RYAN: All I know is that we'd get in early in the morning and work until 

late at nigh~ and usually six if not seven days a week. There was 

an awful lot of work put out of the New York office, but I don't 

remember any specific contribution, other than just to see that 

what was passing through t that office was done, and done in a timely 

fashion. 

GREENE: Were you doing more of that, do you think? I mean, was Tom more 

~~-i-· n_v_olved in specific projects and yo~ 

RYAN· Yes. --- - - -

~ 
RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

ind of overseeing the whole . . . 
Oh, there's no question. 

~ t • -z • upera ion. 

111· 
Tom took on certain projects, or certain of the projects that the 

office was involved in and handled them almost exclusivel~ and 

spent his time and his effo:rtin getting involved in those projects 

and accomplishing something in regard to them. That was mu.ch more 



GREENE: 

RY.AN: 
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Tom's role than the general administration of the office. 

To what extent did you see yoursel] see your jo:J as sort 

of protecting the senator and preventing, shall we say, misuse of 

his political capital? 

Well, I _!hink thaV'it wasn't~ _:na~or problem} but it certainly was 

something that you were always aware of., and that is, he was a 

pretty attractive figure from a political standpoint and there were 

peo'ple all over the state that were devising methods of using that 

in one way or another, either in their business interests or thetr 

political interests. I think that it was something that you were 
real·ly 

always aware of. I don't/remember any infraction that got past us 

that amounted to anything seriously, but it was something that we 

had to be consta:tly aware of. But again, just after a while you 

got a feel for who was trying to use him and who wasn't. 

GREENE: Can you be specific? .Axe there people what come to mind that were 

a problem in this? 

RY.AN: There were requests from lawyers and politicians and mlion officals 

to meet with him on various occasions, and you couldn't just say 

yes+because of the prominence in their profession or in their posi-

tion. You had to really find out as best you could why it was that 

they wanted to meet with him. You did that on the ground that you 

wanted to make certain that he was briefed before the meeting, to 

make the meeting more meaningful. Then you could cull out a lot of 

those requests for meetings, and do it in a diplomatic and tactful 

way, because there was no real reason why the senator should meet 

with them. It was something that they wante that was not in 

line really with what he was doing. There were a lot of thos , 



J:_ut you got kind of a feel after a while as to how to weed them 
(>.~J._ 

out ) ,.. who really wanted" to bring something to his attention that 

was meaningful to him and who wanted something for themselves. 
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GREENE: When he came into the state and travelled, especially when he was 

in_ the_ upstat_e_ ar.ea., whQ would take care of advanc:!.ng th9se trips 

and making the arrangements and making sure everything ••• 

RYAN: Well, in the beginning, we'd do it all out of the New York office. 

After six months or so, we had an office in Syracuse. So that, for 

that first six~month period, if Tom or I couldn't do it, we'd call 

.upon one cf' the advance men who worked during the course of the 

campaign to give us a hand, and they were always very good about 

doing that. Or we'd use Toby Foote, who was the staff member over 

at the state committee, who was very compmtent in doing that. 

After we had an upstate office, a good portion of the efforts along 

those lines wee conducted out of the Syracusecoffice, so that our 

) problem upstate sort of dwindled after Jerry Bruno [ Ger&J.. T.. 

\°?,(v,., ~ took over. 

GREENE: You lmow, I attempted to find the date when Jerry Bruno took over at 

RYAN: 

the last minute yesterday and I never did come across it. He did 
..,uh ii e. 

come on~ wha you were still there, didn't he? 

Yes. He probably came on in around July of 165, because I think that 

it then took him probably a month or a month and a half to move into 

the Syracuse are~, to find an office, to open the office, to furnish 

it and to get it ffit up. My recollection is that Jerry was operating 
/ 

out of that office with a small staff@ probably for four months or 

so before I left, so that I would fix the time sometime around Jul~ 

1 65. 
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GREENE: Did you have any part at all in his selection? 

RY.AN: No. 

GREENE: 
{i<.,\') ';:j. 6 -h- 0 Y'l ~ pl 

Or.If a.t :leas-t-seme fee lings about it? 

RY.AN: I had no part in it, and I had strong feelings about it. 

RY.AN: .Against. 
I 

GREENE: Why was that? 

RY.AN: I had been working for six months to find what I ~hought was the 

right candidate for the office and found tw9, either one of which 

I thought could have done a marvelous job in running the office. 

GREENE: Were they people that had been associated with the Kennedys? 

RY.AN: No. 

GREENE: They aren't people that we would know. 

RY.AN: No. One was a former district attorney from Manhattan who had 

agreed to take a substantial cut in salary and to move to Syracuse 

in order to do it ' Jfhe other was a lawyer in Rochester who had _...., 
agreed to discontinue his practice and move to Syracuse both of 

whom could have handled the issues of upstate and in my opinion 

done a far superior job to a Jerry Bruno; both of whom were New 

Yorkers, and both of whom I thought had the right approach to the 

job. I was very, very much opposed to Jerry Bruno. 

GREENE: How close did they get to hiring one of these two fellows? 

RY.AN: Well, the senator interviewed both, and his response to the first 

was, "There's something wrong because I don't understand a young 

lawyer taking a big cut in salary and moving to Syracuse." 

GREENE : Was that his total comment? 



RYAN: 
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Yea.l\i "?1d therefore I don't trust him." The second one was that, 

"I think that the particular candidate from Rochester moving on to 

Syracuse is trying to develop a power base to probably run for 
d,.,_ we.Lt) a.s 

public office himself@" ~..A i t 's turned out he never has run 

for public office ~ never intended to run for public offic;, and 

he would have done a great job) in my opinion, running the Syracuse 

office. However, both were rejected and Jerry Bruno was brought 

in from wherever. 

GREENE: Wisconsin. 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

I was opposed to that. I in support of not only one 

ffice upstate but maybe even more, but I was just opposed to the 
, 

staffing of that one. And that, apparently, was a decision made by 

t he senator himself. -; 
{v a.lk r J , S ~ e_r,· c{ c..'2J 

He had at one point, I know, considered Walter Sherid • Do you 

r emember that? 

Yes. And I'm glad that it turned out the way it turned ou; because 

I don't think that Walter was the right gu:y. 

Well, you had real problems with him during--not problems with him/ b 0t you 
. . . 
Well, I just • . . 
. . . problems. 

""" I Ct_, 

••• DIDn't have the confidence inAWalter Sheridan that I thought 

. . . 
GREENE: During the campaign • 

RYAN: • • • WOUld have been necessary for that office. After all, if the 

fellow upstate did an excellent job, that was in my best interest 

because it took that much of a burden off my shoulder go I was 
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certain~y concerned about who was selected for upstate. .And if 

someone was either going to cause trouble upstae or was not going 

to do the type of job that we wanted, that was going to put a burden 

on my shoulders 
0 

attemptK to get 
~ 

so I certainly was very much involved in, or .,. 

involved in) the selection of the candidate for 

upstate. .And as it turned out 

much disapproved. 

GREENE: Did the senator lmow how how strongly you felt? 

RYAN: ~lq"'q 7 Ye.s,. 

GREENE: Did he ever give you any reasons why he made that decision? 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

No. Apparently there was a great deal of confidence in the 

loyalty of a Jerry Bruno, and sometimes loyalty or this quest for 

loyalty I think clouded judgment. Eut that was the rationale £or 

hiring a Jerry Bruno that was given to me. 

able to observe in the few months that 

you were there after he came on, did you have much of a feel for 

the kind of thing he was doing? 

Yeah. I don't think the paperwork was being done in the office, 

which reflected on our office) ~d there were certain problems 

created upstate from a political standpoint, which were predicckable. 

Because of his personality) or the fact he wasn't a New Yorker? 

Well, the fact that he wasn't a New Yorker, you lmow, he had one 

strike against him when he went up there; and the fact that he was 

" abrasive was the second strike; and the fact that he just thought 

that he was going to take over the whole state and undercut county 

chairmen was, in my opinion, a third strike. .And he certainly did 
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the latter, and I thought created far more i l l will than he created 

good will. 

GREENE: Was your objection to Walter Sheridan that you feJ:it he was really 

going to use it to run for office? I know that that was one of the 

things you felt . . . 
RY.AN: There's no question in my mind. 

GREENE: CL t.:lvr'"'() +""t campaign. 

RYAN: No question. And when the senator responded to the candidate from 

-Rochester as using it as a steppinertone, I had a pretty good 

chuckle, because that's exactly what I felt Walter Sheridan was 

doing. But. - :::0 

GREENE: Yes. 

RYAN: And I also didn't think that Walter Sheridan was the type that was 
el h;-

going to buckle down and get into an office at 1 o'clock in the 

morning and work for twelve hours and do a lot of paperwork that 

done • 

./ -
GREENE : <._Po you know why h turn the job down) or the 

RYAN: 

senator made the decision in favor of Bruno? 

~on't really know whether it was ever specifically offered to 

Walter. I think it was ") co ct :r:. +h i n k 'I{ "+ , , . , 
GREENE: I vaguely remember that it was) too, l ea. 

I I f 

RYAN: d -th:i:nk-th~ there was a conversation between the two, and that 

it had ended up that Walter would become involved in Washington) 

or involved in other aspects and not have to take on the respon-

sibility of running that office. So I think that it was offered) 

and I think tha~ after the two of them thought about it, that is, 

the senator and Walter, that they decided that maybe they ought to 

look for another candidate. But I think if Walter wanted it, he 

·-
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could have had it. 

GREENE: Okay. Can you think of political groups or indiv:iduals who really 

required a lot of, I have to use the word courting, but a lot of 

attention in that first year in an effort to either keep them on 

your side or bring them onto your side or get some cooperation out 

of them? 

RY.AN: Well, there was certainly one group that got attention way out of 

proportion, and that was the group on the West Side of Manhattan 

called the reform group. They demanded and got an audience almost 

any time they wanted one, and the value gained from that I thought 

was very marginal or minimal. 

GREENE: Why was that, when the senator so openly, you know, was frustrated 

RY.AN: 

GREENE: 

RY.AN: 

by that type of perso~ • • • 

I don't know. 

•• 1~ way they operated? 

Of the grou!f there was Senator ~fred)) Ohrenste · , who used to 

grate on the senator) but he'd alwaysssee him; fl'b.ere was 
IY\ 

Ronnie Eldridge wh~ I think he really liked, who was pretty good; 
and then there was IJ~0,.,e kte~h·Y")~(] [tl-1_ :ft t+ Olvme-"'Yf...o.D 

/i Jer Kretchme~ and ber • :Blumentha~:' who normally were 

just screaming about something. And if anything of any value came 

out of any of those meetings, it was probably out of Ronnie El-

dridge and not the other thre~ but he always agreed to see them 

any time they wanted to see him. . It was way out of proportion) I 

think; to the value that they added. 

GREENE: Do you think really a hypothetical question) 

---butA that maybe it was because they '\6'.'e sort of the intellectuals 

and the Jewish intellectual types that were never particularly 



'---' RYAN: 

favorable to him) and it was kind of a challenge to win over that 

type of group? 
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Well, I had never thought of it that way. I guess they have been 

characterized as the intellectual type in the paper, but from the 

conversations gnd the amount of value that th_~y added to the 

senator's intelligence, I would have to seriously question that. 

I think the real problem with that was that everybody knewf that is, 

those not members . of that group knew the attention that that 

grou~ got) and I think that that's what ~'ot so much so the 

fact that he didn't get anything out of those meetings, but the 

fact that 

GREENE: Others resented it ? 

RYAN: ••• those that were not of the same persuasion resented the amount 
()l.H\ d. e. ~~() r+ 

of time,fa.ctuall/ that he spent with them. And ~ere was a definite 

imbalance, and it was apparent. 

GREENE: Is that the kind of thing you ever discussed with him in t pese 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

terms? 

Yeah, but I never got very far. 
lLc;\t\ 

t:}'ll'o '.:) 

You never got a clear idea what was going ~~his head on it? 

the way that I handled it usually was to 
,;;:. 

No. 

say that we have these requests , and, you know, I would feel 

strongly that this get priority. And on that same list if there 

was a group of regulars and there was a group from the West Side, 

the West Side got the priority and the others didn't. And as 

apparent as it was to me at the time, it was also apparent to others 

around the state, and specifically in New York City. The ~est Side 

of Manhattan was small fraction of the city of New York, 

-
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and the others resented it, I think. 

GREENE: Did you ever have to take the blame for that kind of thing 7 geople 

RYAN: 

would feel that you weren't making their case stro:rgly enough) or 

that you were favoring one side over the other? 

Well, constantly, because I was charged with his scheduling while 

he was in the city) and if somebody asked to meet with him and even 

though I had recommended it, if I was turned down, I had to take 
H-ec-k) 

the blame. But) I mean) that didn't bother me.,;1 that was my job. 
' -

What 

bothered me was just that I really felt that there was an imbalance 
+l--&\ t 

and)II couldn't do very much about it. 

GREENE: Ho\I much could you do) or did you do} to maintain or improve r e lations 
"' Tf'r r 

with the political figures, ffiob_:~ Fi· Wagner, and, • • • 

RYAN: Well, I had very little to do with Wagner because Wagner was out of 
o--\- ~c... -\ 1 ...., ... o [ v c ~1 n ~ • L 1 ~ ..S / 

officeA. r ou- ~""""-'=~Y John Lindsay1 came in in • • l 
I I . 

GREENE: I '6$. 
;I 

RYAN: 

RYAN: 

Oh, 1 65, all right. 

The first two years , 

You're right. Well, I don't 

I don't think, I don't think 

.•.. 

remember doing anything with Wagner so 
G-ht- Ervc ; 

that I did very much with him. ,\ Would 

that have been handled, do you think, from the Washington office, 

perhaps by Dolan, or the senator himself? 

I 

/ RYAN: I just don't ever remember even visiting city hall or Gracie Mansion 
::=: 

during that period. [:g¢JERRUPTI9~ v, 
I 



GREENE: 

RYAN: 

A E- (" .e ~ 1J ul,' .us C. C . 6-P_cls f-e, ~ 
• • • Ulius :.,J Edelstei1. 
Well, we did use) it was Julius Edelstein, wasn't it? 

GREENE: Right. 

RYAN: We did use Julie for some background information on issues) )tie 

--~-~q -~~him for his r~commendation as to certain appointments) ' 

but but I don't remember anything other than just som,telephonic 

contacts with Juli , 2:Ild I remember no--well, there might 

well have been, I jus: don't remember~/m;jor meetings 
;1 

Bob Wagner during that period. 

very 

with 

GREENE: What about with Javits and his staff? How much of a relationship 

RYAN: 

was there@ , .. 

I had practically none. I remember early in the game having lunch 

with his administrative assistant--and don't even remember what 

his name was. But I think he was a classmate of Tom Johnston's. 

And I think that the bulk of the relationship between our office 

and .Javits's _office, which was minimal, was done through Tom and 

Javits 1s administrative assistant in New York. 

GREENE: Maybe • • • • 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

If you have his name listed. • . . 
underneath it. _ 1 

\) ('d.,i' 0 r~ ( C~c.. rcb R \/t' e \ ~ 
Dick /I being 

Javi ts/·!+ But the state off~ce is 

Well, I don't remember 

there at the time. 

This is the 16.5 list but) you know) those things are often inaccu

rate. 

. .,)~'-o 
My recollection was that Dick f at that point was working 

~ for Lindsay en if he was on the Senate payroll he J was working 

-



for Lindsay in Lindsay's quest for the mayoralty. 

GREENE: Probably. Very possibly. 
~I' \-\ • «!o..nfj e..sJ> 

RYAN: .And the name here is ~ Jerry ~'..G and that doesn't 

really ring a bell, no. There was someone there that I believe 

had gone to school with Tom Johnston)and Tom handled a good 
- -- - - - -- - - ---------------- -------

portion of the relationship with the Javits office, which was not 

very ireat. 

GREENE: Did you find a lot of • • • {j~'fJY)lIOft 
--- _ s:> 

RYAN: 

out of the 164 campaign commitments that • . ·~ (INTERRUP-
- -------

Okay. I was going to ask you when we were interrupted about 

commitments from the 164 campaigny- I'm thinking mainly of political 

commitments, I guess--that you had to react to. Or wasn't that 

your job? 

Yes, it was. But the amount of patronage that a United States 

senator has is relatively small; and the requests that can be made 

of a United States senator are small. There wer~ openings on the 

federal bench here in New York but most of those were handled by 
~--.._;,,.--

Joe Dolan who had previously done that for the Depart-

ment of Justice. Joe would take recommendations in regard to 

those openingsf°l'Y:\he New York office o..Vl& • .. 

GREENE: Would he just take them or would he solicit them? 

RYAN: No. No. Yeah, there were times when they were soliciting. 

GREENE: He would really solicit them'? 

RYAN: .And we als~ in response to a request from Joe, would check out 

certain people through our own sources. [ J#ERRUJ"l!IbJ9 . . . 
federal judgeships which we did work on, and probably to a limited 

extent, there were postmaster appointments all over the state, 

-



GREENE·: 

RYAN: 

which is something that we got heavily involved in. We were aware 

of every opening as they occurred. We solicited recommendations 

locally. Frequently they were fought becauxe there were contesting 

parties for the position. We would dq6ur analysis and make a 

recommendation. That was s omething t hat was a lmost excl usively 

---------
handled out of the New York office. Aside from that and some minor 

patronagJ like getting jobs for people at the regional office of 
wq,> 

the post office, whichA something that we could do, there weren' ~ 

very many commitments that grew out of the 164 campaign, or at 

least none that I can remembe offhand. 
v:,,__ , ~~ Ssfephc:n ~. ~,,.,, .~ 

Would~-~ Steve Smit~ get involved at all in political 

things like that? 

Well, I don't know whether or not he'd get involved in the appoint-

ment of a judge. I would doubt it. But if he did, that would 

have been done with Joe. As far as the other appointments that 

were handled out of the New York office, Steve would not get 

involved with them unless there was a major problem • • .We had 
"/ 

one from an area around Albany someplacect~ it might have been 

----Schenectady A where there was a major problem, and one that was 

very heavily contested. And tbt was an appointment where we did 

a briefing memo, oh, maybe a dozen pages or so, interviewed the 

the various parties that were proposing candidates, ran a quali-

fications check on the candidates, and then I had a meeting with 

the senator himself and he made the decision. But the real deci-

sion wa~ who to support~ 
•t 

(\ . 
It wa who to appoint as postmaster, but 

it was whose candidate to support. So you had a political consi-

• 



deration there. If you had selected the wrong man for postmaster, 

that was an indication to everybody else in t he county as to who 

you were supporting) because it was known whose candidate he was. 

So that was the only one that I know that the senator got involved 

in, at least in that first year. fille rest were fairly routine. 
------- ---------

GREENE: Were there other things that you'd work with Steve Smith on? 
e. -th V\ +V\ ~ 

RYAN: Trying to hire additional staff andA pay for them 

J1'rying to get money to do certain things that were outside of our 

budget. There were certain times when there were going to be 

meetings in New York where Steve would get involved, but his 

involvement was not great from my standpoint. 

GREENE: HowA~he to work with? 

RYAN: Steve is very easy. Steve has one qualification, I think, that 

overshadows all others and that is that he's certainly not afraid 

to make a decision and to make a quick one, and that makes him 

very easy to work with. He doesn't always agree with you> but at 

least he'll make a quick decision, and consequently he's a joy 

to work with. 

GREENE: Would he follow through on things? 

RYAN: I never really thought about it.> but certainly I don't have any 

feeling that he didn't so I assume that he did. 

GREENE: You know, in terms of funding the New York office--the city office 

and I guess the upstate officeJ too--how much of that came out of 

Kennedy's personal funds? 

RYAN: Well, I don't really know eventually how much came out when the 

staff got as large as it did at the end of the first year, and I 

assume it even got larger after I left. But I do know, not 



spe~ificallYj but I know that initially Joe and I sat down with 

the amount of money that was available through the Senate, and 

there were a number of people on the staff that were drawing 

fairly siz able salaries for that time in history in 1 64~-Joe 
i.;; 

-- and tfJ.e--leg-isl.atLv!iLas.sistants_and~l --which cut into the 

3 1 

total amount that was available for the staff. You know, I could 

say, '·'I }.m sure, without fear of contradiction that we fell far 

short of the total amount of money that was needed to support the 

staff, at least as it was constituted within the year after his 

election, and that had to be made up out of 200 Park [!..venuiJ. 
NowJ as to the number of people in the New York office that were 

paid out of 200 Park, r don't remember anybody. I think that we 

all got checks right out of the Senate. 

GREENE: Somebody told me, and I don't know if this is true, that what they 

would do is pay part of the salary out of Senate funds so that the 

person would be eligible for all the benefit9,1and then the differ

ence would be made up by the family? 

RYAN: I heard that. 

GREENE: Does that ••• 

RYAN: I heard that, Bobbie, but it was not done in New York. If it was 

done at all, it was done in Washington. But I r ·· heard that that 

was being done. And I suspect that it had to be done because 

···1there was no way that the allocation to Senator Kennedy was 

sufficient to support the staff that he had, so the money had to 
,,,J 

come from somj lace and I guess there was only one source : that 

was Steve. But we didn't have any involvement with Steve in that 

regard in New York. When we did have extraordinary expense~ like 

-



the charter of an aircraft or hotel suites around the state or 

things like that, I'd just go over and get the money from Steve 

and pay the bills. But we did not support any of our staff. We 

were all fully on the Senate payroll. 

GREENE: Are there any groups or individuals that you can think of in that 

RYAN: 

-- - --------------------------
first year that Robert Ke!llledy doesn't want to work with, that he 

doesn't like or thinks are dishonorable, ~that create problems 

for you? I know you got into the choices part of it before) but 

is there anyone that he really just does not want to have anything 

to do with? 

Well, none that leap to ·mind. I'm sure there were some but none 

that I can think of offhand, Bobbie. 

GREENE: In choosing, let's say, between the reformers and the regulars, 

as you described before, were there people among the regulars that 

he particularly didn't want to see and were there those that he 

would be willing to talk to? 

RYAN: Well, there some that he certainly felt closer to than othersi 

) [:D "'"I J_ P, I! 1 (IO l"I r c.!:[J 
the ~ie: Dan O'Co!lllells for instance, and the Peter Crottys 

~J. Crot'tiJ] that were the first to support his brother and that were close 

friends of his father, he'd take a call from any time and )in fact) 

initiate calls to those men and people who were comparable. There 

was another group of county chairmen who supported him from early 

on) and of course there was the final group that did not support 

him until he was in fact elected. 

GREENE: Who would be in the first ana,-Whc>els 
1;J 

category besides O'Co!lllell 
~ ~ [ c t-i CA( I f1 ' I 

A. Buckle~ and • • • 



RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

C.fotty. cf) [Jo I, n 1= . r Ylc5 f..l ""'] 

crbn-F;j Jack Englis~ --Where would you put 
+-lt 0 .s. e. 

-----~ 
a Athat supported him first? 

Jack was somewhere between the first and the second, and probably 

tended towards the first group) because back in 160 Jack was a 
------

county leader and outspoken at the very beginning fer John Kennedy. 

So I think Jack probably would fall very close to the first group. 

He didn't command the same type of respect because he was, you 

know, younger and the others demanded respect because of their 

age and their experience, but I'm sure t hat Jack was awfully close 

to the first group. Bobbie, without a list, it'd be awfully 

difficult. There were very few that fell into the first group. 

~'d say that, to half of the county 

chairmen fell into the second group) and I'd say that probably 

close to hal:Jfell into the third group. 

GREENE: .And the treatment between groups two and threef was pretty ••• 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

Yeah. Although we didn't have a list, you know, of group two and 

group three. 

• • • YeA , I know but 

Everybody knew. And the 

the members of the third 

treatment was distinct. In fact 
ltV'IJ 

group knew where they stood)/1 )le 

most of 

didn't have 

much of a problem because they didn't come forward too quickly . 

GREENE: What about in the earlier period, the regulars, people like 
.Cs-\o..l',1~ s.i.e~ v~-.] G o.?eph ;I.tvet-i. t_j] 

Steingu~ and TraJ ia and Zaretz~ Do they come to mind? 
[,q,1~ • 1 .., . Trc.w1 

RYAN: Well, those men are fairly experi need politicians. When they see 

something l ike a Robert Kennedy coming to New York and know he's 

serious, they are smart enough not to take any violent position 



against it, as some of those that fall into that third group that 

we discussed. They may not have been completely in support of 

h~but they certainly were smart enough to keep quiet about their 

failure to commit. 

GREENE: How would he feei about them? 

RYAN: Se11, I 

call to a Stanley Steingut) because you had to remember at the time -
that tanley Steingut was the ma oritY leade Tony 

cO 
Travia was the speaker and Steingut was the majority leader ~f 

you want to work with the assembly of the state and work on that 

level, you don't want to upset either one of those men) because they 

turned out to be important later on. 

GREENE: I was thinking more of how he) really, you know, felt about them 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

personally. 

I don't remember any 

Problems'? 

• • • 

fAN: ••• M ction against either. I don't think he ever thought that 

either one was going to lead the state on to where he wanted to see 

it) because they just weren't that type; out I think much more of a 

practical approach to those men in that they hel d important positions 

in the state) and if you wanted to work with the legislature you were 

going to have to work with those men, as he in fact did later on. 

GREENE: Okay. Can you think of things that you or others in the New York 

RYAN: 

office came up with, proposals to get him involved in things that he 

balked at, that he just didn't want to doZ 

There were som~ I can recall that ;sut specifically what they were, 
q (\ c:S2 

gee, I'd probably have to spend some time1 go back and think about 



that one, Bobbie. I just can't think of anything offhand that we 

thought was worth his involvement that he specifically balked at. 

GREENE: Would he set the priorities and where the emphasis should go in 

terms of things that had been approve~or would you and Tom sort 

of decide~that? 
- RYAN: - Well, to go back to the way in which we operated, he was the one 

that approved most, you know, on a personal man-to-man basis, and 

he was the one that set the priorities ~d he was the one that 

clearly directed the office. The only other person that 

~offered any direction at that time was Joe Dolan, and that 

was more from an administrative standpoint than it was from the 

policy, as to the involvement of the senator or where he'd go or 

what he'd do. Joe didn't really get involved in tht, at least, 
of" 

not while I was there i1 if he did, I don 1 t remember. 

GREENE: What about the press in New York? Would you stay away from them, 

lYAN: 

seek them out? How did you handle them? 

I didn't do either. I certainly didn't stay away from them and I 

certainly didn't seek them out. You didn't really have to do 

either. You know, they're omnipresent. They knew where he was 

going to be and what he was going to do. Trere were times, for 

instance, when we were going to make a trip, where we'd charter 

a bus and invite certain members of the press. So I suppose in 

that respect we did get involved to some degree. It was after 
-?' e 

I left that I think a fellow named ·E------) Tim HoW1 was 

hired. Having talked to Tim about, you know, his position on the 

staff at the time, it was my recollection ~' .. c.; that Tim Ho~ 

then was either assigned) or assumed the responsibility of creating 



GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

a closer working relationship with the press So there was a 

greater involvement later O:rz!J 15 I think we just took it pretty 

much as it came, with the exception of the few times when we would 

assemble members of the pres8Jor with the specific exception of the 

few times when the senator wanted to meet with a particular person. 
~ e,.\ e...v e-v. 

I QQ,Jl__r_emember-end-i-:ag-up-a-tA~o-1-c-lorrka:t-nighT wi nothing to do 

and going over to the Plaza [H.0tefJ) and sitting down in the Oak . ) 
I QCl...,,.~ A. w~Lh s: I~ 

Room and having a drink and calling in ~e Jimmy Wechsler/\ 

and having him come over and have a cocktail with us, or Murray 

Kempton. We put Murray Kempton, for instance, on our military 

academy advisory board) and he would review the applicants and 

participate in the decision as to who we should recommend. So there 

were certain members of the press that we did get invol:ved, but 

press in general. , ,. , 

What about requests for interviews? Would you screen those and he 

would make the final decision) or did ·. you work with Wes ~· Wesley 

Barthelmes, Jr.J on it? 

Well, Wes wasn't there at the time. 

when I was there. 
_,,.. 

Well, Wes came in gee, I forget the exact date) but it wa~ ••• 

He came at the end of, well, ••• 

It's very imsibl I'm forgetting the date. I thought it was . . . 
I I 

Yeah. I think that Ed was there at least for ' ' although not, you 
I) ~ 

know, I don't think as a staff member, or maybe he was in the 

beginning. :But my original contacts were with Ed. Wes did come 

on the staff some time before I left) but I think I only met Wes 
1>~ 
twice. I didn't have any major involvement with Wes. 



GREENE: But in terms of interviews, would you decide yourself) or decide 

and have somebody else make the final decision? 

RYAN: Well, you know, most of those things didn't require an immediate 

response. A request came through and we'd get back to them with 

a response, and usually in the meantime we'd have an o portunit~ 
- 4'tl - -·-- - -· - - --- - ---

to tal~ J: the senator himself. And he used to make those 

decisions) is my recollection. What we'd try to do 

airport or he had to make a trip 

wal) when he was 

to somer lace) . s coming in from an 

~rather than just to sit in the car, we'd meet him with 

whoever it was that he would agTee to be interviewed by and conduct 

the interview i n the car. They didn't seem to mind that it gave · 
.::; 

them a half hour with no telephones or whatever it was
1

and it worked 
) . 

out pretty well, and we used his time most efficiently. That's the 

way we used to do that. But I think most of that was reactionary. 

They'd call and ask)and we'd get it approved and then set it up at 

a time when there was some air in his schedule. 
~re_... 

J.REENE: What.A.: e your feelings about the press 1s attitude towards him? 

RYAN: 

He complained so much, for instance, about the New York Times. 

Did you have the feeling in that first year that they were hard 

to deal with, that you couldn't get • • 

I think he went before the editorial board on a couple of occasions 

during that perio~ but that was a closed session) and I wasn't there 

to hear whether they really were tough or they weren't tough. 

GREENE: But in terms of the coverage he was getting, you didn't find that 
-tltta? 

a frustrating 11• • 

RYAN: Well, there were certain people on the Times that we could work 



w1th. For example, 

memory is correct. 

there was a f~t1 
o..n -.iV\d 

Marty was 
A 

'"\( ;J 

if my 

in f avor of the senator. 

As a matter of fact, I think Marty Arnold was up for consideration 

as press secretary. And when we had 

event that we were going to go to that we thought 

should be covered, we'd call somebody like Ma:rW Arnold and Marty'd 

come out. There were times during at least that first year that 

Marty wrote excellent articles that were published. There were 

other times that he wrote articles that were not published. So 

there was certainly some frustration. Marty was friendly. Not 

all of them were, and if we couldn't get somebody like Marty to 

-cover the event. • • • Yet we did not get the kind of writ~ps that 

we would have prepared if we were doing them ourselves. 

in general we weren't terribly happy with the coverage; but I don't 

recall any event during the course of the year where we felt that 

it was really improper, or reporting that was really subject to 

--severe criticism. Thre might have been, Bobbie I just don't 

remember one. I know that there were a lot of complaints and there 

was an awful lot of talk about it) but there always is. If you don't 

get what you want, you're always going to complain. But I don't 

remember that it was really that severe that we felt that it was 

improper. 

GREENE: You mentioned in the beginning) when you were talking about the 

problems in terms of coming onto the staff in the first plac_:; that 

you had agreed with the men you were going into partnership with 

that it would be for onl7 a year~ 

RYAN: Right. 



GREENE: 

RYAN: 

j v~ 
Is that the reason that you decided to leave the staff, ~ to hold 

to that commitment, or were there other problems? 

ell, we had~.~ Well, specifically, the answer to it is this, 

that e ha I had agreed with them and we had opened up an offic~ 

and they no-1onge_r__warB_abla _t_o__handle_the _bu.siness_that_w.e_ha,~---
o v 

generated~ t at law firm. So that was a reason. Now there was 

some thought given at that time as to whether to stay on and~ 
~ '----------=- eitherl\hire associates or to bring.- in another 

partner. and stay on for a while longer; or to just leave and go 

over and do the work myself, which is what I had originally agreed. 

it was a combination, Bobbie. 

I think that I had really had enough, you know, of staff duties 

at the timej ~ think I was looking forward to getting out and 

practicing law. .And there were certain tensions that were starting 

to crop up between me and Jerry Bruno, for example, that, you know, 

were better handled by leaving the staff. So although I 

think I could have stayed on if I really wanted to by finding 

another partner for the law firm, I think that sticking to the 
'5 

original schedule was probably in everybody's best interes-ty. 

GREENE: What was the senator's reaction when you discussed it? 

RYAN: Well, it wasn't one of any great encouragement to keep me on the 

staff. :But think it was a tYI>ical reaction 

of an employer to employee that was going on someplace else. I 

remember talking to him about it{;,,'e were driving up Park Avenue, 

as a matter of fact~ ;nd it was nothing dramatic, it was just an 

announcement and x e 



things that one says 
{( 
gee, we're very sorry to lose you, and so 

& )) 
on and so forth, -but best luck. It was not an attempt to keep me, 

certainly. 

GREENE: Did he ask at all for your feelings on the picture at that point; 

any suggestions you might have had? 
::;.. 

RYAN: From a staff standpoin~ as to who would take over? 

GREENE: Well ,' that; and also . just in terms of the way the office was 

going and things that might be done to change it'f 

RYAN: Well, I think that we did discuss who should take it over. I think 

it was a foregone conclusion that Tom Johnston was going to, and 

Tom Johnston was clearly the right person to do it. So that was 

discussed. I think we did discuss Polly at the time, as to whether 

Ril y should be continued in that position. 

GREENE: What was the decision on that? 

RYAN: Well, I think that it was one of dissatisfaction, but the problem 

was finding a replacement. I think that Polly did leave at some 

time later on, I don't know under what conditions. In fact, I don't 

even know who took over the job that .Polly was doing. But Polly was 

really not, you know, a top-notch staff assistant. I don't think that 

there was anybody else on the staff at that time that, you know, would 

really warrant consideration. It was just really the three of us 

with some support. But I do remember talking about Tom, I do 

remember talking about Polly. 

GREENE: And just in terms of the operation of the Senate office? ..::. . j) Was 

he seeking, in other words, any kind of constructive advice or 

criticism as you were leaving? 

RYAN: I think so. Yeah, I think so. 



I specifically don't remember i~ but I do remember having a 

conversation about the office. I remember having a conversation) 

which I felt at the time was more important) and that was a greater 

involvement on his part with some of the political leaders 

throughout the state. I felt that that was being neglected, 

and I do remember specifically mentioning that. I think that 

at t lEa point he was not coming to New York as often as he had 

been in the habit of doing it, and think that that was discusse ~ 

more frequent visits to New York. I think we also discussed the 

fact that when he wanted to take a vacation, why not look at New 

York first? You know, he was running all over the country, 

visiting states all .over the country and not visiting his own, 

and I think we discussed that. Gee, I can't remember anything 

GREENE: Did he ever discuss with you at any point gettins a black on the 

staf'f) or some blacks? Was that_i at that poin; o~erest 
or concern to him? 

RY.AN: Well, we had a black on the staff from the beginning. 

GREENE: Who was that? 
/Jo.qve I ;...,e 6-r-ee,,,:dc.c.] 

· e _ Jackie Greenid~/' was black. I RY.AN: Our receptionist, ~e 

GREENE: Oh, I didn't know that. 

RY.AN: Yeah. .And we had a Puerto Rican on the staff, Ang&Hna 
~ 

Cabrera/ l AV\~ o.. l c I • .... G 
GREENE: Right. 

RY.AN: .And although they were immensely competent, both of them, their 

employment or looking for them originally went back to a decision 

to broaden the base of the staff from an ethni c standpoint. 

'-----" GREENE: But in terms of one of the top posts '? 



RYAN: No. 

GREENE: I mean, I know of course) eventually) they did by getting 
LL-a. •r .., 

Graves;ibut • • • 

RYAN: Yeah. But no, not at that time. 

GREENE: ~-·-u_s_t~o_c_curr<===e~d~~-+-~--~-~-o_u~w_e_r_e_talking-/~~~~~
occurred to me whiae you were talking 

that the New York mayoral race would have been going all through 

this whole period while you were i tle:'e. 

RYAN: It was. 

GREENE: I should have realized that before. What involvement did you have 

RYAN: 

were 
in that) and what/your observations a; his interest and involvement? 

ell, at sOiile point,-ana ~aon~t remembe r 

to get him to take a 

position. in the primary, which we stayed out of. We stayed out 

of it for a good reason: a Unit ed States senator should not be 

involved in a primary for any office in thet state that he 

represents. That created a lot of problems, because had he 

taken a position, you know, it would have cleared up the primary 

right away; but he didn't. I think it was clear who was going 

to win the primary from the beginning. But the involvement -
took place at a point som0 ime after the primary, when ~~:O---~-

[/T-h--(1..h m j), ~Ulftli/ .. 
Abe Beam7\was selected. They opened up campaign headquarters at 

the Summit Hotel. 

Our first involvement) I think--you know, aside from the 

niceties and the conversations back and forth--was, we were 

assigned an office over at the Summit, and I think Tom spent 

a fair amount of time over there. Now, that was to develop some 



of the issues that wee going to come up so that we could protect 
~sked 

h" ~s he went out on campaign stops and was1about these issues, 

he'd be able to have thought through clearly just what the prob-

lem was and what the possible solutions were. So I think that the 

first involvement was to find out what the issues were on a local 

basis) and to think them through and to come up with a position, 

and I believe Tom did that. Then we got involved in having to 

try to make campaign stops with him. Well, you couldn 1 t take a 

chance on the staff that Eeame had put togeiher. And when there 

was going to be a joint appearance, if there was no crowd or it 

was badly planned; or if a:n:y of the normal rout ine things which 

an advanc~an takes care of were not done, it would have reflected 

on him. So that the decision was made to get in-

volved with joint appearances, we then were thrown into a campaign. 

We then had to get involved in Abe Eeame's scheduling. We had to 

know where he was gi.ng, who asked him to attend, why he had decided 

to go to that particu.ilar spot, who was going to be tm re, and what 

ramifications if a:n:y were there for us to think about as far as the 

senator was concerned. And then the involvement got deeper and 

deepe;r · because now all of a sudden Abe Eeame was Bob Kennedy's 

candidate, and now a loss by Abe Eeame was more important than 

it had been, certainly, up until that point. CH-Well, at some point 

I think a decision was made that even the white paper, or the 

press release~ that Eeame was putting 

~~ ar. And I think Peter Edelman came up at that point 

-
don't think it was Adam: I believe it was Peter that came up - -

and worked on some of the press releases and the white papers 



4 

that were put out by Bea.me. At some point, Joe Dolan came up • . • 

I think Joe spent probably a couple of months in New York just 

prior to the election, working with the Bea.me staff. So that at 

that point all of us were involved. We even went back into the 

164 cards and pulled out some of aur advance en, an to a degree 

took over at least the external operations of the campaign. So ~~i-

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

the involvement was very great from sometime after the pr~ 

up to and including election day. 

What's your 
~e. 

abou~ ei 

impression of how the senator felt about this and 

7 
personally, 

'----

I don't laJ.ow that I can really answer about Bea.me personallye 

He felt from the beginning he was a loser. 

RYAN: And nobody really likes to put that much effort in and get that 

close to someone that you know from the beginning is going t o 

be a loser, but we didn't really have a choice. And especially 

once we started to get into it, we just got absorbed in that 

campaign. Well, it helped him to the minor degree that he would 

support local candidates once selected through the electoral 

process, but certainly didn't help him in the l ong run>being 

associated with Abe and that whole election, or that whole 

campaign. 

GREENE: Did ybu get a feeling for how he might have regarded Lindsay at 

RYAN: 

that stage? 

Yes. Well, I think it was probably summed_ up~ ~)ijUJ;i?TI~ 
His whole attitude towards John Lindsay can be summed up in one 

expression, and that was. • • • Not at the time of the campaign 

or immediatel y following the campaign but after John Lindsay was 



sworn in, we went down to pay a courtesy call on the new mayor in 

city h~ll. And it lasted about a half hour. Came out and got in 

the back of a car and started up towards midtowi;,and we asked him 

how he felt about the new mayor, and his response was, "He's a very 

shallow man." So that I think that that pretty well sums up 

-wha t --he--f eli; -about --ifohn-b±nds-ay- at- tha-t- po±n:b- and- I don-1 t- lmew-
) 

- · --- -- · that he ever changed that opinion. 
t ;('.5 ~ 

GREENE: ~ack ~ up a little bit. Before the primary, even though he, 

RY.AN: 

GREENE: 

RY.AN: 

GREENE: 

for obvious reasons, refused to get involved, did you have much 

of an idea of who he really would have preferred, what his feelings 

were, and if there was a:ny behind-the-scenes effort to influence 

•t? 
i •gr did he really stay as totally out of it as it seems? 

I could probably come · p with a better response if I lmew who the 

-other candidates were at the tim 1 I just can't remember. I think 
JFr-ofl t i) . 0 I c. 0 ., ..oil 

O'ConnorAwas one. I just don't think that from 

the group that were available that there was a:ny one that he would 

have liked to have backed, because even though he always took the 

position that he wouldn't get invcilved in a primary, if he had a 

strong feeling, that feeling would be communicated one way or 

another, although not publicly. I think in that one he really 

didn't have a choice. I mean, we had a bunch of lackluster 

people 

-[J 
on. 

Oh, he 

think. 

at tbt 

Nci 
I 

running for mayor and • 

o"' > 
It 1 s funny 'tl I can just see a bunch of names. I remember 

_i [ya '"t r, f'y\Ol( n I, H\ 

; Moyniha.ry) was one of those that was involved early 

ran for chairman of, for president of the city council, I 
v.1ovl c6J 

And I don't think that Moynihan was anybody that h1 want 

be.\, IJ (' 1 c.o.'l'I' t 
C.~(\~ "-\-h. -n ~~o.~ ~ 

bo;t 

-



RY.AN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

I mean, I can't remember. 

-- But my impression is that because of Moynihan's placement on 

the ticket, that was one was interested i , ~lthough I 

don't know that it was a very strong feeling. 

I'd like to think not. Yeah I'd like to think not. 

I should have that information) but it just 

slipped my mind that we should talk about that today. 

Okay. Then if you don't have anything else on the mayoral 

race~or up to the time 

one Medicaid bill that 

work for Travia. 

that you leave the staff, we can do that 
1~{1'-\e... ) 

we talked about;t ~ after you went to 

Well, I was an assistant counsel to the speaker of the assembly 

for a two-¥ear period, '66-67 and I think 167-68--or maybe just 

backed off one year. right after I""ha.d 

~1.c-..,.taf.: ·- • ~ I left the staff in JanuaI'Yj and then I 

think around February~was appointed as assistant counsel) when 

I was back practicing law. And I think it was in May or June of 

that year that this Medicaid issue came before the assembly. Aj 
it was being structured'' in the assembly, there were very serious 

questions about certain provisions in the bill. forget how it 

got to the Washington office) but I think that I sent a copy of 

either a draftJ or called Adam or Peter about that particular bill. 

Shortly afterwards, Peter was assigned as the legislative assis-

tant to work on that; because of the importance of that bill, or 

how implbrtant we thought it was at the time :fl There was another 

assistant counsel assigned to Travia at the time named Margolese, 
r J 

Ed Margolese1. And Ed and myself and Peter Edelman 

got together. And then I think at either the second or the ti.rd 

,.. 



( \ 
. . }" _/ 

I 

J 
meeting, a Dr. ·f------- ) McCarthy, who was I believe on the 

Columbia University staff at the time • • • 

GREENE: Right • 

RY.AN: . . • /J, e up as an adviser. And the four of us, after we all got 

together, stayed up I think for one twenty-four hour perio 

- -rewriting- tha t --b-il-1- as- we- the'llgllt -i-

structured. Got support, and I think substantial support, 

from Tony as to the changes. And my recollection was that we 
like, 

then went out, had it printe<\!'overnight. Those bills have to 

age for three days on the desk of the assemblyman before you 

can bring it on for a vote) unless you get a specifio, I I think 

they call it a message, which eliminates that three-day aging. 

We got the message in that regard and brought it on) and it was 

passed in the assembly in its revised state. So I think it was 
\-e,... 

one time wheA there was a relationship between the ~enate office 

and the local legislat:Uxe that resulted in a bill? ha least 

in my opinion at the time and those certainly assigned by the 

senator at the time, that was in better form coming out of the 
v.i•"~ 

assembly than it~had been had we not been involved. 

GREENE: Do you remember the particular issues that they were most 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

concerned about? Did you attempt to get them involved on the 

issues that you were concerned abou,or did they come to you 

with the issues and you • • 

I think I brought it to their attention. 

What were the itings that you were disturbed about? 

Well, I think one that I can remember was) the guidelines that 

they had used on determining what a catastrophic illness was) 

and the method of determining that catastrophic illness. There 

were no objective standards in the bill as originally written 



GREENE: 

RYAN: 

but it was to be assigned to the Department of Welfare, who 

"" w.ould then make a determination. It was my feeling that hat 

was a little too vague for a piece of legislation, but that a 

piece of legislation should have specific objective guidelines 

as to what is a catastrophic illness' And in determining the 

net-w0rth- of-a--pers0n) to determine whether- or not those funds 

were available for them, there should have been specific 

guidelines. 

I don't know if this is the same thing that I had in min<J 

but I keep seeing the figure of $57~m d .. on · 

It's my impression that that would be a maximum income, is that 

right, to allow s omeone to be eligible for Medicaid? Would that 

be what that $5700 figure would be? That was eeiso·........4~ Rocke

feller's [Ne.J.s:. 6 ., A. (eoc..lc:. 9e..//e.r (;) 

1..:::..-====--~-~ 1pere is some recollection on my part. I think 

that initially it was something like $6500, and then I think 

we proposed something like $4800) and I think that was a result 

of a compromise. I know that there was a good deal of argument 

that went on as to what should be that income level to determine 

eligibility for benefits. I think that was another point that we 

got directly involved in} and I think the result of that was a 

compromise. But without having a file folder on 

that, I just can't remember. 

GREENE: Well, the figure that I had seen was $5700 dollars, which was 

Rockefeller's figure. And in fact I'm taking this mostly from 

Peter's interview7that he was appalled at that and thought it ••• 

RYAN : Too 

~-REENE : . . . No, that's why I'm not certain of what the 



figure represents) because he was saying he was appalled at i~ that 

they wanted it to be at least $6700, so that's why I assumed it was 

a maximum income. W~c ... r e \ f:e • r • 

RYAN: The figure, if I remember it correctly, was a figure of family income. 
o'oo"-..,.. 

GREENE: Fami-J.-y_ of four,_ right ; that 's wh~ t the_l ~e talkir¥Jt 

RYAN: And if you exceeded the figure that was finally written into the bill, 

------=-:--.,.,_,;,) . . 
GREENE: Right. 

RYAN: . . . Medicaid benefits were unavailable. If you were below that 

figure, they were available. We were fighting for a low figure. 

The state was working for a high , figure, and the result was a 

""' compromise, is my recollection. We wanted~ 

$4000 range, $4800 or something like that. 

figure down on the 

GREENE: But that would ••• 

RYAN: Make more -people • 

GREENE: • • • 1*~uce the number of people. 

RYAN: right. I'm twisted. I'm backwards. 

GREENE: You I see. 

RYAN: We were fighting--that's right--for a higher income 

level to make more people eligible. 

GREENE: Right, which would be the $6700. 

RYAN: .And got into having had surveys determined as to how many more 

people that would make eligiblel!)§.P I was just backwards. 
~ 

GREENE: Right. 

RYAN: Yeah. 

GREENE: Well, my understanding is that you settled on something like 

$6000 finally, that was the compromise between $5700 and $6700. 



RYAN: I don't remember. I know that there was quite a divergence between 

what they wanted in the bill, and my lower limb recollection was 

$4800. I think my recollection is that you were right, I thought 

it was around $5700: I didn't think it was as high :as $6000, but 

---I- th±nk- we-wanted--s-emet-h±ng-l-ike-$65-ee-. - Bo-I- think-th----.- . - . -------

~ • Okay. Well, inconsequential and probably easy enough 

RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

to check but • • • +-
But it was a very definite benefit that we conferred 

by our presence) and we felt our presence was instrumental in 

raising the eligibility level, which included many more people. 

What were some of the other things on 

that issu~do you remember? Wasn't one of them) h ther o 

you were trying to get as much of it into the ..Heal th ,;0, partment [bQ..r;a..,sk-..,.a.11-1 
[i:ie. pot"+""'~..,;. er, )' • i o..S o P f<eo.. I oL.t 7 

T / WI' .. _ ... :J I '::l-
as possible and out of the _,.welfare/Departmen~ as much A• •• 

That' s the role that McCarthy played. He helped us with 

background information and I think that that recommendation 

was his ;r guess) because the ,Heal th ,i{epartment 1 s run by doctors 

and he had much greater confidence in doctors than he did in 
0 

social workers. But regardless of what the background 1n it 

was, ~ fought vigorously to have the determinations taken 

from the j{elfare epartment, on the ground that, you know, it's 

kind of humiliatirig if your income is under $6000 
wv~~ , · fl'-" ----====J 

end up in e . "" -~ou 1 re not reallJ} or ti don 1 t really fee 1 that 

you're a welfare patient. The only reason why you're even 

considering benefits is becuase you've had some major illness 

in the family, and that shouldn 1 t throw,J you into the )lfelfare 

...i{epartment. That's humiliating to people. But to be in the 



Department of Health is where you properly belong) because it's 

an illness that caused this shortage of funds. So I think from 

a philosophical standpoint he was correct) and I also think that 

his point was deeper, and that is that the competence level in 

the Department of Health is higher than it is in the Department r..s , 
ofAWelfare. So I think that was something that he fought vigor-

ously for. I don't remember the o•tcome. I don't remember 
' .\':: V)CJ..>l 

whether A shifted to the Department of Health or not. 

GREENE: Well, my understanding is that eventually you compromised with 

Rockefeller and one small section was al,J.ocated to the foal th 

;(epartment and the rest remained in welfare, because the way the 

federal law was written in 1965, it was required that it be admin

istered by the /e1fare /apartment, and that you had ••• 

RYAN: Okay, you just, you brought something back. 

GREENE: Is that right? 

RYAN: Yeah. The wind was kind of taken out of our sails because we did 

find out that the federal program had been set up for administra-

tion by the local welfare departments. Our victory was a very 

minor one. There was something thrown over as a bone but the 

bulk of it was required to be administered by welfare. T~think 

that • • • 

GREENE: And for a while there, when you saw how little Rockefeller was 

putting in the Health Department, there was suspicion that he 

might actually be trying to undercut you) because it was all 

written into one provision that could have easily been just lifted 

out and would have left the whole thing to. • • • Does that ring 

a bell at all? 

'--- RY.AN: No. 



GREENE: You don't remember any suspicions about Rockefeller's motivation, 

or was that always there? 

RYAN: Always there, yeah. We always suspected that. But I don't remember 

it in that regard. 

GREENE: What did you think of McCarthy? 

RYAN: I liked him. I thought he was immensely persuasive. He was a sort 

of a guy, as I recall, who got fully committed to something of this 

nature) and was certainly bright enough to understand the scope of 

~t and was immensely persuasive when he was arguing in favor of it 

or against what they were proposing. I thought he was very effective 

and liked him quite a bit. As a matter of fact, I think after we 

finished work on this 1I think I drove him back to New Yor~;nd I 

remember having a long talk with him coming back in the car and I 

thought he was just , well, a competent proponent of his position 
....._/ 

and a hell of a nice guy personally. So I liked him. 
4-o 

GREENE What about Peter's competence in~thineJ'? 
Peter 

RYAN: Peter's good. /I think is very good. I think Peter's very bright. 

I think Peter did in very short order put this into focus. [J.n1e.r-rut'h o~ 

~ 1\111 IA\?b JL. 

GREENE: Okay. I was just asking you about whether you felt Peter was actu-

ally following McCarthy's l ead more than leading the whole thing 

himself. I 

'"' 



RYAN: 

GREENE: 

'-- RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

Well, I don't believe that) prior to Peter's arriva~ in Albany, he had 

ever given very much thought to this problem. I don't think he 

had done any work on it. So I think he was green with regard to the 

problem, and certainly McCarthy was not. He was filled with facts 

and figures when he arrived in Albany. So I think that everybody 
--- ----- ----- pieee- 0£---------

who was there making an effort . to revised the proposed/legislation 

did look to McCarthy. I mean, I think I've already admitted that I 

thought he was very persuasive, so I'm sure that some of the points 

that McCarthy was in favor of found their way int~ the bill. I 

think that Peter did do a considerable amount of research, telephone 

calls and so f or-t h, after he arrived in Albany, which helped him 

put it into focus. And I suppose that the result of that three 

or four, five dayf? effort was probably some_thing that Peter was 

satisfied with. However, I do think that McCarthy was an influential 

figure during that period. 

Did you have any direct contact with the senator on this? 

No. 

7 No. 

No, if there was contact during that period, and I suspect that 

there'·probably was, it was through Peter; it was not through me. 

I was, you know, no longer a staff assistant at that time and he 

had a staff assistant in Albany, so that the contact would have 

been strictly through Peter. Excuse me. ~PP,1IC)1 

GREENE: Were you, at that point, sort of serving as a middleman between 

Kennedy's 'people and [ Anthony:J Travia? 

RYAN: Probably the better way to characterize it would be that, you know, 



I was somebody who had spent a great deal of time on the senator's 

staff, was aware of what I thought he should be involved in, and 

felt that this was something that he should be involved in and did 

it out of, for want of a better word, loyalty or concern than I did 

~ b~cause I fashioned ~lf as any intermediary looking out for 

his interests. I think it was just that I in fact did do that but 

had not been charged with that 

trying to get Travia to take a certain position and to move in the 

direction that they wanted him t o move ~ and they were using you 

as kind of their. • • • 

RYAN: Unquestionably, yes. 

GREENE: OR were they dealing directly with him? 

RYAN: Unquestionably, yes. {!JfefeBJ>irJir,l,gN: 
GREENE: I was asking you about whether they were giving you messages to take 

RYAN: 

to Travia in terms of what they wanted him to d°.>or wee they dealing 

directly with him? 

Well, my recollection was that when we realized this was something 

that he should get involved with--that is, he, the senator--he called 

Tony, indicated his interest in the bill, and the result of that , ••• 

mi tted (! Edward 

• following the telephone call, Tony Travia per-
-= l ~ l ( J_ ~ "' l'l' • r ' • I 5] 

z~ Ed Margo e, ~I\ and myself to work on the bill, 

with the revisions that we thought that were in the best interests 

of the state~ It was then that Peter Edelman came to town) and 

Dr. McCcg-tpy. And of course the result of those next five or six 

days' effort was the preparation of the revised bill. 



v 

GREENE: But in terms of the da;y:-to-day activities, would you be giving 

RYAN: 

Travia guidance on what the senator's wishes were or were they 

talking directly~ or wasn't 

The bulk of the legislation 

there a rv need for 

that go~s through 
\./ 

that kind of thing? 

our assembly or our 

senate has little or no federal overtones. There were probably 

not a handful of bills during those two years when there were any 

federal overtones, or certainly any reason for any involvement on 

the part of a United States senator, so that the involvement was 

very minimal. 

GREENE: But on thj se things that he was interested in, these provisions in 

this particular bill, would you be talking t o _Travia regularly in 

terms of the, ••• 

RYAN: Well, Travia just assigned the whole matter to Margolese and myself 

to come up with a revised bill, and that's exactly what we did. So 

that we, in that respect, got complete cooper ation from Tony. 

GREENE: Yes. Okay. Can you remember other Democrats getting involved with 

RYAN: 

.,...-
the seaator's people at all.~ Blumenthal, who was then head of the 

health committee, and • • ~;i;.e2!} ... that the senator 

might have been working with that you remember, Blumenthal in 

particular. Did he get involved? 

was a fellow named ( ) Bernie L~rie; :we were able 

to keep lines open into the jenate through Bernie ( J:i-d we wmTe 

able to get a pretty good feel on how things wer~%o go in the 

assembly through Al Blumenthal and through Stanley, and of course 

through Tony. But I don't believe that there were any other members 



of the legislature. . .. Well, yeah) fthere was a senator from 

Queens . . . 
GREENE: I lmow who you mean. 

RYAN: ••• who now is ~ •• 

GREENE: - Thaler. [Se I Wl CJ u r 
RYAN: 

GREENE: 

RYAN: 

v I 

No. 

r. No, not Thale)'f? He got involved too, didn't he, Sy? 

Well, not to any degree. ;;tefb.o's now, I believe, a federal judge. 

No. No. Was it (~o~~r ) Bobby Brownstein? There was 

one other senator, and my recollection is he was from Queens , who 

was very close with the }lest fl'ide reform group, that we di d work 

with. My memory was that he was very bright and one that did his 

. homework, and did his homework well. Tare were other Demoerats that .I 
[ 8r:.-njarvi •., f.}i-li-...,a:J 

we used to get information from) like -(-- - - ) Ben Alt~1 and 

people l ike that, but I don't remember that there was any r elation-

ship or any lines of cummunication that had been opened up where the 

senator would get any benef~t from it or could use them to any dee 

gree when he wanted to attempt to take a position on legislation. 

GREENE: Were you reasonably satisfied with the compromises that finally 

RYAN: 

came about? 

Well, I don't remember that_, but I do remember thinking that we had 

done as much 8.f3 we could, and thinking that we had made some steps 

in the right direction; it was certainly better than if it 

had been left unattended. So I don't remember being satisfiea,, you 

never really are )3ut I do remember being pleased that we did get 

involved, and we did accomplish certain things tht we tried to. 

GREEENE: Last time you said that many of the provisions that Kennedy and 



RYAN: 

51 

you wanted that you did get enacted at that time have turned out 

to be ill- conceived, and I was wondering, you know, what you had 

in mind. 

Well, I don't really know what the present state .of that Medicaid 

bill is because, to be perfectly frank, ~ JWhen~l I left the 

assembly--};1-- well, that's just one of the things that you 

forget about when you move on to something else. My recollection 

is that I have read articles since that time that cast serious 

question on the whole program. I don't even know whether that -

program is still being administered. I think that it's been 

phased out to a great ·,degree and that some of the things that we 

fought for, thinking that they were in everybody's best intereste 

at thet time, I think I 've read since have either been eliminated 

or amended or just totally written off the books. But, you know, 

I'd have to go back and do a little research before I could really 

respond to that. 

GREENE: Do you remember any reluctance, particularly towards the end of 

this whole thing, after. it was over, on Robert Kennedy's part to 

go to the public with it? I was thinking of, I'd heard that towards 

the end there was already a backlash because of the rise in the 

costj resulting from it. 

RY.AN: Yeah. [INTERRUPrI~ 
GREENE: I was just thinking that I had heard there were already starting 

to be the high cost that this new legislation 

. . . . 
RYAN: Well, there's no question that it was very costly as originally 

draftecI; and it was more costly when we finished with it. 



GREENE: Right. 

the senator and Tony Travia about the bill where certain credit 

was given to the senator for his involvement. I think that shortly 

afte:r;wards there wee these cries from those that were opposed to the 

amendments, or the proposed amendments, that we had increased the 

cost dramatically, and I think that turned out to be the case. 

~OU lmow., I don lt"rea y : ' : • w~ IQY" feeling at the time 
----.:__ ::;::. 

was that that wasn't really terribly relevant the relevancy that 
.:; 

we should consider was, ~ere we ccovering people that needed 

coverage1 Not being on his staff a the time, I didn't really 

lmow what his reaction to all of that was. But I certainly 

remember that there were a lot of articles written at the time) 

that, ye~he got involved)but look what he's done. I don't lmow 

whether he then backed off that issue or what. I just don't 

remember. 

GREENE: Well, that's all I have unless you have some gneral comments or 

, RYAN: 

observation on anything else or about him personally. 

I think he was a remarkable man. I think that 

the senator ca.me into his own shortly after the 1960 election and 

I don't suppose weTe ever going to see again a dramatic growth in 

a person as we did in Robert Kennedy inchis responsibility towards 

the American public in that period>l960 to 1968. I think that 

most of his ability was developed during that period by taking on 

great issues and great problems, facing them squarely, and honestly 

approaching them. I feel that that exposure that I had to him 

was something that I'll never forget) and I'm just kind of sorry 



that he's not here today. I don't think we'd be in the position 

that we're in today if he was. I was very pleased to have spent 

that time with him, honored, and felt that he was on his way 

towards doing a remarkable job for this country; and am very 

upset by the fact that he didn't get that opportunity at a post 

where he could have done even more good than he did in the position 

that he held. 

GREENE: Good. Thank you very much. 
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